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Sales Rep

Alpha Better Stamp Set
by Brass Monkey and Galison

This rubber stamp kit includes a series of geometric shaped stamps, a two-
color stamp pad, and a guide explaining how to build a beautiful retro-inspired
font.

It's perfect for marking envelopes, labeling gifts, or writing out that ransom
letter that you've been putting off. Set includes 24 stamps and a dual color
inkpad (red and blue).
Box measures 9.25 by 3.4" by 1" deep (235mm x 86mm x 25mm).
Comes with a guide that explains how to make every letter-conveniently using
the panagram 'Pack my box with five dozen liquor jugs.

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
9.25 x 3.4
9780735377059 • $37.00 • clothing
Non Classified • Non Returnable
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Best In Show 1000 Piece Puzzle
by Galison, by (artist) Michael Driver

Best in Show 1000 Piece Puzzle is a witty shelfie of prize-winning cats and
dogs sharing a colorful display of trophies and books.

• 500 pieces, Ribbon Cut
• Box: 11.25 x 8.25 x 2, 286 x 210 x 51mm
• Puzzle: 27 x 20", 686 x 508 mm
• Includes Puzzle Insert with Puzzle Image
• Puzzle greyboard contains 90% recycled paper. Packaging contains 70%
recycled paper and is made responsibly from FSC-certified material. Printed
with nontoxic inks.

Author Bio

Michael Driver is a Brighton Based Illustrator, who uses a culmination of digital
and analogue techniques to produce bright and bold illustrations, with a focus
on personable characters, exciting conceptual ideas and fun textures. Michael
works on a variety of projects ranging from magazines, editorial features,
publishing and advertising campaigns. 

When he's not at his desk, Michael is an active creative in the illustration art
scene, often showcasing his bright visual Screen-printed work at art fairs and
print workshops alike.

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
11.25 x 8.25
9780735376519 • $26.99
Non Classified • NON-RETURNABLE
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Blame My Zodiac Guide Book
by Brass Monkey and Galison

A very real, not-at-all made-up guide to the stars. This half journal/half guide
book is filled with countless scientific reasons that you can't be held
responsible for screwing up whatever you just screwed up. It's your zodiac's
fault. Consider this a zodiac book for the real world-because sometimes the
stars just don't align. Honestly though, that's probably good because the sky
would look super weird if they did. Includes 304 pages of useful information
like compatibility charts, horoscopes, and other celestial-based excuses.

Features places to journal about the ways that the stars have made your
friends & family impossible to deal with.
Book measures 4.3 by 5.875" by 0.8" (109mm x 149mm x 20mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Jan 16/24
4.3 x 5.88 • 304 pages
9780735379299 • $21.00 • journal/ diary/blank book
Body, Mind & Spirit / Astrology / Horoscopes • Non
Returnable
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Your Seal Of Approval Stamp Set
by Brass Monkey and Galison

Just in case your exasperated eye roll wasn't quite clear enough, this rubber
stamp set will let you make your true feelings official in the best way possible-
with giant red stamps.
They're perfect for meeting agendas, year-end reviews, and that sign that
says that the vending machine is out of order. . . again.Set includes 2 stamps
and a large color inkpad (red, of course).

Stamps measure 3 square by 0.75" deep (76mm x 76mm x 19mm)
Box measures 7.25" wide by 6.75" tall by 1" deep (184mm x 171mm x 25mm)

Author Bio

Brass Monkey Vintage-inspired Smartassery Created by Mike Sayre and
Melanie Bridges way back in 2020, Brass Monkey was founded on the idea
that there's a world between fine china and bobblehead dolls. That products
can have personality, without becoming roadside souvenirs. So that's where
you'll find them. . . making beautiful, well-designed items that just happen to
have a sense of humor. Who said that art school and open-mic nights were
such a waste of time? We're looking at you, dad

Galison Mudpuppy
On Sale: Feb 13/24
7.25 x 6.75
9780735377646 • $30.00 • clothing
Crafts & Hobbies / General • Non Returnable
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For the Love of Cats: 25 Postcards
25 Individual Notecards and Envelopes
by Ana Sampson, illustrated by Sarah Maydock

25 postcards featuring artwork from The Book of Cat Poems illustrated by
Sarah Maycock. Features the feline friends inspired by the poems of John
Keats, Margaret Atwood and Oscar Wilde among others, alongside short
quotations from the works on the back. Beautifully packaged in a paperback
case. Each card has space on the back for your personal message.

Author Bio

Ana Sampson is the author of many bestselling anthologies including I
Wandered Lonely as a Cloud and Other Poems You Half-Remember from
School and Green and Pleasant Land: Best-Loved Poems of the British
Countryside. Ana studied English Literature at the University of Sheffield,
achieving both a BA and an MA. She works in publishing PR and has
appeared multiple times on radio and television discussing books and poetry.
Ana lives in Surrey with her husband, two daughters and two demanding cats

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Mar 12/24
50 pages
40
9781399600132 • $19.50 • postcard book or pack
Poetry / Anthologies (Multiple Authors) • Non
Returnable
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For the Love of Dogs: 25 Postcards
25 Individual Notecards and Envelopes
by Ana Sampson, illustrated by Sarah Maydock

25 postcards featuring artwork from The Book of Dog Poems illustrated by
Sarah Maycock. Features the canine companions inspired by the poems of
William Wordsworth, Rudyard Kipling, Emily Dickinson and Thomas Hardy
among others, alongside short quotations from the works on the back.
Beautifully packaged in a paperback case. Each card has space on the back
for your personal message.

Author Bio

Ana Sampson is the author of many bestselling anthologies including I
Wandered Lonely as a Cloud and Other Poems You Half-Remember from
School and Green and Pleasant Land: Best-Loved Poems of the British
Countryside. Ana studied English Literature at the University of Sheffield,
achieving both a BA and an MA. She works in publishing PR and has
appeared multiple times on radio and television discussing books and poetry.
Ana lives in Surrey with her husband, two daughters and two demanding cats

Laurence King Publishing
On Sale: Mar 12/24
50 pages
1 colour illustration
9781399600156 • $19.50 • postcard book or pack
Poetry / Anthologies (Multiple Authors) • Non
Returnable
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Imperium: Horizons
by Nigel Buckle and David Turczi, illustrated by Mihajlo
Dimitrievski

The Imperium series continues in this asymmetric card-based
civilisation building game for 1-4 players, charting the rise and fall of
fourteen of the greatest civilisations from history.

Formidable adversaries are arrayed against you. Your people stand ready.
History beckons.

In your hands lies the destiny of one of most storied peoples of history. Under
constant threat of attack, you must conquer new lands, oversee dramatic
scientific and cultural advances, and lead your people into the era of empire.
Expand too rapidly and unrest will bring your civilisation to its knees; build up
too slowly, however, and you might find yourself a mere footnote of history. As
one of fourteen radically asymmetric civilisations, you will compete to become
the most dominant empirethe world has ever seen.

Imperium: Horizons is a standalone game that contains an astonishing
fourteen unique civilisations, each of which makes for a unique and
challenging opponent in a solo game. It is fully compatible with Imperium:
Classics and Imperium: Legends for players wanting to expand their pool of
civilisations even further, and incorporates a new trade module that allows
players to recreate all the intrigue, wealth generation, and dynamic politics of
a thriving economy.

Players:1-4
Ages:14+
Playing Time:40 mins per player
Contents: 550 cards, 150+ tokens

Author Bio

Nigel Buckle is a game designer, playtester and developer based in London,
UK. Besides Imperium, he is best known for designing Voidfall, published by
Mindclash Games, and Omega Centauri, published by Spiral Galaxy Games .
Mihajlo 'The Mico' Dimitrievksi is one of the most celebrated artists in the
board game industry, providing stunning work for a range of games including
Architects of the West Kingdom, Raiders of the North Sea, Dice Settlers, and
Valeria: Card Kingdoms. He currently resides in Bitola, Macedonia.

Osprey
On Sale: Feb 6/24
11.69 x 11.69
9781472858368 • $100.00
Games / Board • Non Returnable
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This Way Up!
by  Ridley's Games

Some species of tortoises are known to ward off rivals and impress their fellow
tortoises - by trying to flip each other onto their backs! In this light strategy, roll
& write game, your task is to outperform your fellow tortoises! Roll your
tortoises into high-scoring positions to show off to your fellow tortoises.
Landing on certain scene cards in your tortoise garden, like the snack area or
water bowl, will earn you point multipliers. But be careful not to flip over and
land on your back! That would be highly embarrassing! The first player to
reach the points target is the winner! For more tortoi-ally awesome fun, there's
a shell-ection of other ways to play! Ages 7+, 1+ players, and average 15
minute gameplay.

Made with FSC paper and card, printed with vegetable/soy inks and packaged
in a recyclable, recycled box.

Ridley's Games
On Sale: Mar 7/24
4.72 x 5.74
0810073342361 • $27.00 • clothing
Non Classified • Ages 8 years and up • Non
Returnable
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